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PFM (PIEZO ELECTRICAL FORCE 
MICROSCOPY) ANALYSIS REPORT 
Requester: Mendezized Metals Corporation
Analysis Date:   April 7, 2014

Purpose:

The primary purpose of this analysis is to find with high precision the Piezo 
Electrical measurements of three UnMendezized One Ounce Commercial Gold bars, 
manufactured by three different manufacturers; Credit Suisse bearing serial number 
656079, Johnson Matthey bearing serial number A743622, and Engelhard bearing  
serial number 829483 compared to three Mendezized® One Ounce Commercial Gold 
Bars 99999999999,9% pure, manufactured by Mendezized Metals Corporation 
bearing  serial numbers 1001, 1002, and 1003. The secondary purpose of this analysis 
is to extrapolate the Piezo Electrical measurements of the three UnMendezized 
commercial one ounce Gold bars compared to the three Mendezized® commercial one 
ounce Gold bars.  

PIEZOELECTRICITY  also known as ELECTRO MECHANICAL ENERGY is the electric 
charge that accumulates in certain solid materials such as crystals, certain ceramics, and 
biological matter such as bone, DNA and various proteins in response to applied 
mechanical stress. The word  piezoelectricity  means electricity resulting from pressure. It 
is derived from the  Greek  piezo  meaning to squeeze or press 
and electric or electron which stands for amber, an ancient source of electric 
charge. Piezoelectricity was discovered in 1880 by French physicists Jacques and Pierre 
Curie who were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1903, The piezoelectric effect is 
understood as the linear electromechanical interaction between the mechanical and the 
electrical state in crystalline materials with no inversion symmetry. Piezoelectricity has 
NEVER BEEN OBSERVED IN PURE METALS, though it is regularly observed in CRYSTALS 
such as Quartz, Salt Crystals, Sugar Crystals, Ceramics, and various Mineral Stones and 
doped materials combining ceramics and various metal alloys.   

The UnMendezized 24 karat commercial Gold Ingots manufactured by three different 
manufacturers; Credit Suisse bearing serial number 656079, Johnson Matthey bearing 
serial number A743622, and Engelhard bearing serial number 829483 came as 
EXPECTED with ZERO Piezoelectricity and by logic with NO electrical energy pockets 
inside them. However, the presence of MILLIONS upon MILLIONS of Electrical ENERGY 
POCKETS completely INTERCONNECTED WITH ONE ANOTHER as clearly demonstrated 
by the Atomic Images inside the Scientific Report for Piezo Electricity Force Microscopy 
inside the Mendezized® 24 karat commercial Gold Ingots bearing serial numbers 
1001,1002, and 1003 came as a complete SURPRISE to us. This is Undisputable PHYSICAL 
Prima Facie Atomic Evidence since Atoms cannot lie or deceive and clearly demonstrates 
that the PIEZOELECTRICITY inside the Mendezized® 24 karat commercial Gold Ingots 
bearing serial numbers 1001, 1002, and 1003 is PHYSICAL AND TANGIBLE ELECTRO 
MECHANICAL ENERGY STORED, in this case PHYSICAL AND TANGIBLE STORED  
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PIEZOELECTRICITY because the Mendezized® 24 karat commercial Gold Ingots bearing 
serial  numbers  1001, 1002, and 1003  are  not   ATTACHED  or  CONNECTED  TO  ANY 
ENERGY SOURCE and the Piezoelectrical measurements were conducted In Situ or at 
room temperature. In other words, for the first time in HHUMAN HISTORY a HIGHLY 
PURIFIED PRECIOUS METAL in this case MMENDEZIZED® GOLD can SSTORE ENERGY 
INSIDE and EEMIT ENERGY from INSIDE or better put SSOLID MASS CAN STORE ENERGY 
INSIDE like the SUN does because the SUN is a HHIGHLY PURIFIED GASEOUS MASS 
composed of 70% HYDROGEN and 28% HELIUM (two hydrogen atoms link together) 
that EEMITS THERMAL ENERGY that is SENT to EARTH inside the SUN RAYS. The Very Rare 
and Highly Purified Mendezized® 24 Karats Commercial One Ounce Gold Bars bearing 
serial numbers 1001, 1002, and 1003 are DDOING EXACTLY the SAME but instead of using 
THERMAL ENERGY like the SUN are using EELECTRO MECHANICAL ENERGY also known 
as PIEZO ELECTRICITY.    

In a car battery, for example, that is ready to be sold at an auto parts store the energy 
inside that car battery is physical and tangible CHEMICAL ELECTRICAL ENERGY stored in 
situ or at room temperature inside the battery even if it is not connected to an energy 
source. But how do we know that there is REAL PHYSICAL CHEMICAL ELECTRICAL 
ENERGY STORED inside the car battery? By using a voltmeter and amp meter we can take 
measurements since we CAN’T PHYSICALLY SEE the STORED CHEMICAL ELECTRICAL 
ENERGY STORED inside the battery. This is the SAME IDENTICAL SITUATION with the 
Mendezized® 24 karat commercial Gold Ingots bearing serial numbers 1001, 1002, and 
1003 which are not connected to any energy source of any kind. The Mendezized® 24 
karat commercial Gold Ingots bearing serial numbers 1001, 1002, and 1003 are an 
ENERGY SOURCE and are ALSO an ENERGY CARRIER at the SAME TIME.  

 

First, we did the Atomic Force Microscopy Electrical Measurements and Electrical 
Resistance measurements to establish that there is PHYSICAL ELECTRO MECHANICAL 
ENERGY STORED inside the Mendezized® 24 karat commercial Gold Ingots bearing serial 
numbers 1001, 1002, and 1003. We then proceed to do the PIEZOELECTRICAL ATOMIC 
MEASUREMENTS stated in this Piezo Force Microscopy (PFM) Scientific Atomic Report to 
PHYSICALLY VERIFY that this PHYSICAL ELECTRO MECHANICAL ENERGY is INDEED 
STORED inside these Mendezized® 24 karat commercial Gold Ingots. The Piezoelectricity 
ALLOWS the STORED ELECTRO MECHANICAL ENERGY STORED INSIDE the 
Mendezized® 24 karat commercial Gold Ingots bearing serial numbers 1001, 1002, and 
1003 to be PHYSICALLY SEEN as POCKETS of ELECTRO MECHANICAL ENERGY which are 
also PHYSICAL ENERGY WAREHOUSES COMPOSED of TRILLIONS and TRILLIONS of 
NANO SIZE ELECTRO MECHANICAL BATTERIES that are CHARGED by the Mendezized® 
Gold Atoms. These atoms are nearly FLAT and FORM a PERFECT HEXAGONAL GRID that  
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CREATES and SUPPORTS the PHYSICAL ELECTRO MECHANICAL ENERGY STORED also 
KNOWN as PIEZOELECTRICITY inside the Mendezized® 24 karat commercial Gold 
Ingotsbearing serial numbers 1001, 1002, and 1003 making them the most UNIQUE and 
the VALUABLE GOLD INGOTS in the WORLD. These incredible NEW PROPERTIES are 
NOW exclusive to, but not limited to, Mendezized® precious metals including the 
Mendezized® 24 karats commercial Gold Ingots bearing serial numbers 1001, 1002, and 
1003. All testing to date involving AFM, MFM, TFM, SPM, PFM and TEM has demonstrated 
PHYSICALLY and without a doubt that the GOLD ATOMS inside the  Mendezized® 24 
karats commercial Gold Ingots bearing serial numbers 1001, 1002, and 1003  are 
PHYSICAL ENERGY WAREHOUSES COMPOSED of TRILLIONS and TRILLIONS of NANO 
SIZE ELECTRO MECHANICAL BATTERIES.  

 

These Gold atoms are nearly FLAT and FORM a PERFECT HEXAGONAL GRID that 
ALLOWS these incredible MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL, MAGNETIC, and 
PIEZOELECTRICAL PROPERTIES TO OCCUR. The Mendezized® Gold Atoms now have 
SIMULTANEOUSLY the PROPERTIES of a CRYSTALLINE SOLID METAL and the 
PROPERTIES of an AMORPHOUS SOLID CRYSTAL.  This is a PHYSICAL PHENOMENOM 
that has NEVER BEEN SEEN BEFORE in PRECIOUS METALS and a PHYSICAL 
PHENOMENOM that has never been observed in UnMendezized 24 karats commercial 
Gold Ingots manufactured by t h e  three different manufacturers; Credit Suisse 
bearing serial number 656079, Johnson Matthey bearing serial number A743622, and 
Engelhard bearing serial number 829483. The PIEZOELECTRICAL ENERGY can be 
QUANTIFIED and CALCULATED using the FORMULA described in the executive summary 
of this master scientific atomic report and also stated in the AFM electrical readings 
attached to this master scientific atomic report.  

 

We must also EMPHASIZE that we did the SAME AFM Electrical measurements described 
above 15 MONTHS AGO here at NIFTI and ABOUT the SAME AFM Electrical readings are 
CONSISTENT 15 MONTHS LATER which demonstrates that the PHYSICAL ELECTRO 
MECHANICAL PIEZOELECTRICAL ENERGY REMAINED PHYSICALLY STORED INSIDE the 
Very Rare Mendezized® Commercial One Ounce Gold Bars bearing serial numbers 1001, 
1002, and 1003 for 15 MONTHS CREATING an INCREDIBLE TANGIBLE FACT for the 
COMMERCIAL MONETARY VALUE of the ELECTRO MECHANICAL PIEZOELECTRICAL 
ENERGY STORED INSIDE the Very Rare Mendezized® Commercial One Ounce Gold Bars 
bearing serial numbers 1001, 1002, and 1003  

 

There is one issue that requires further clarification. It is possible to store billions of 
amperes of energy at LESS than 2 VOLTS in any device as long as is it is in a Direct  
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Current (DC) FORM. An Alternate Current (AC) Form DOES NOT EXIST in NATURE. 
AC was created by man. In ANY FORM 60 Amps of AC would be sufficient to 
electrocute a person. The total SOLAR ENERGY absorbed by Earth's atmosphere, 
oceans and land masses is approximately 3,850,000 exajoules (EJ) per year. 
Comparing the TOTAL ENERGY the WORLD used in the year 2012, the SUN 
delivered more ENERGY in one HOUR than the WORLD USED in ONE YEAR. Yet, 
the EARTH did not burn down because this Solar Thermal Energy is delivered to the 
Earth in a Direct Current Form at less than 2 VOLTS. This is the same FORMAT USED 
to STORE the ELECTRO MECHANICAL ENERGY or PIEZOELECTRICITY at less than 2 
VOLTS which explains WHY there can be SO MUCH ENERGY STORED INSIDE the 
Mendezized® 24 Karat Commercial One Ounce Gold Ingots bearing serial numbers 
1001, 1002, and 1003.  

Experimental and Practical:

Piezo Electrical analysis was carried out with Bruker Dimension ICON Peak Force TUNA 
in air ambient conditions using Piezo Electrical conducting probe. The system is 
located at Nanoscale Integrated Fabrication and Instrumentation Center (NIFTI) at 
Northwestern University. NIFTI has fleet of high performance PFM for doing 
advanced microscopy and has been used every year by more than 400 users coming 
from various Universities and Industries.  The NIFTI Center is considered one of the 
preeminent PFM and nanopatterning facilities in the nation. The instrument is 
new, calibrated to its highest performance and since  the Piezo Electrical properties 
of Mendezized® samples was very high, a 1 M-Ohm resistor was put between the 
sample and group  path.  

The PFM (Piezo Response Force Microscopy) Images are indicative of charged 
regions at the surface and in bulk. While doing the PFM studies, we obtained 
three sets of images; image one is a simple topography image that indicates the 
surface structure (no charge on it) and second and third images are simultaneous 
phase and amplitude images (they are almost identical). Phase and amplitude 
images tell the charge location in the sample. The set of unique Mendezized® 24 
Karat commercial one ounce gold bars bearing serial numbers 1001, 1002 and 
1003 images show very High and perfectly aligned charges in the form of tracks 
on the surfaces and are very compact indicating a very packed charge density on 
the sample. This is the reason the Piezoelectrical or Electro Mechanical Current in 
the unique Mendezized® 24 Karat commercial one ounce gold bars bearing  
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serial numbers 1001, 1002 and 1003 are almost 4 orders of magnitude higher 
compared to the unMendezized gold bars. Furthermore, the unique 
Mendezized® 24 Karats commercial one ounce gold bars bearing serial numbers 
1001, 1002 and 1003 are like an energy warehouse packed with tremendous 
amounts of Direct Current (DC) Energy inside them. These images have been 
repeated at multiple locations with reproducibility. Simultaneous acquisition of 
topography (surface image) and PFM images gives very clear indication of the 
differences in these two images. Phase images shows the direction of the 
charged domain which is this case is upward or positive while amplitude images 
shows its magnitude. Remember that tip sample interaction area is 25 
nanometers, so considering the area; the charge storage density is very high. 
Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (PFM) is a technique which since its inception and first 
implementation has steadily attracted more and more interest. This is due in large part to 
the many benefits and few drawbacks that PFM offers researchers in varying fields from 
ferroelectrics, semiconductors and even biology. In its most common format PFM allows 
for identification of domains from relatively large scale e.g. 100×100 m2 scans right 
down to the nanoscale with the added advantage of simultaneous imaging of sample 
surface topography. Also possible is the ability to switch regions of ferroelectric domains 
with the application of a sufficiently high bias to the probe which opens up the 
opportunity of investigating domain formation on nanometer length scales with 
nanosecond time resolution. Many recent advances have expanded the list of 
applications for PFM and further increased this powerful technique. 

 

 



PFM of Commercial Gold Bar Johnson Matthey
Height (Surface Structure)

Phase

Large Area 60 micron across

NO Charge
Tracks

This just normal phase image and
just a reflection of height image.

All these images are
b i d i l l

Amplitude

obtained simultaneously.

NO PFM RESPONSE on
NORMAL GOLD
bbecause NORMAL
METALS are NOT
Supposed to bepp
Piezoelectric.



PFM of Commercial Gold Bar Credit Suisse
Height (Surface Structure) Phase

Large Area 60 micron across

NO Charge
Tracks

This just normal phase image and
just a reflection of height image.

All these images are
b i d i l l

Amplitude

obtained simultaneously.

NO PFM RESPONSE on
NORMAL GOLD
because NORMAL
METALS are NOT
Piezoelectric.Piezoelectric.



PFM of Commercial Gold Bar Engelhard
Height (Surface Structure)

Phase
Large Area 60 micron across

NO Charge
Tracks

This just normal phase image and
just a reflection of height image.

All these images are obtained
i l l

Amplitude

simultaneously.

p

NO PFM RESPONSE on
NORMAL GOLD because
NORMAL METALS are NOT
PiezoelectricPiezoelectric.



PFM of Mendezized Gold Bar 1001Height (Surface Structure) Phase
Small Area 5 micron across

Charge Tracks

Charged Tracks are aligned
perfectly.

All these images are
b i d i l l

Amplitude

obtained simultaneously

3D Image



PFM of Mendezized Gold Bar 1002Height (Surface Structure) Phase
Small Area 5 micron across

Charge Tracks

Charged Tracks are aligned
perfectly.

All these images are
b i d i l l

Amplitude

obtained simultaneously

3D I3D Image



PFM of Mendezized Gold Bar 1003Height (Surface Structure) Phase
Small Area 5 micron across

Charge Tracks

Charged Tracks are aligned
perfectly.

All these images are obtained
i l lsimultaneously

Amplitude

3D Imageg



PFM of Mendezized Gold Bar 1001Height (Surface Structure) Phase
Large Area 60 micron across

Charge Tracks

Charged Tracks are aligned
perfectly.

All these images are
b i d i l lobtained simultaneously

3D Image

Amplitude
I scanned large area
just to ensure that
tracks are everywheretracks are everywhere
on the bar



PFM of Mendezized Gold Bar 1002Height (Surface Structure) Phase
Large Area 60 micron across

Charge Tracks

Charged Tracks are aligned
perfectly.

All these images are
b i d i l lobtained simultaneousl .

3D Image

Amplitude
I scanned large area
just to ensure that
tracks are everywheretracks are everywhere
on the bar



PFM of Mendezized Gold Bar 1003Height (Surface Structure) Phase
Large Area 60 micron across

Charge Tracks

Charged Tracks are aligned
perfectly.

All these images are obtained
i l lsimultaneously.

3D Image3D Image

Amplitude
I scanned large area
just to ensure that
tracks are everywheretracks are everywhere
on the bar


